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Miranda's Viking
Wanted: Real Men. Must be irresistible, good with his hands, and know how to
handle any situation. . .in or out of the bedroom. Honk If You Love Real Men is a
contemporary erotic anthology featuring some of the brightest up and coming
names in contemporary romance and erotic romance. "Naughty Girl" by Carrie
Alexander: When a sexy, sassy woman driving in her convertible catches the eye of
a gorgeous construction worker, they indulge in a delicious afternoon tryst.
"WANTED: One Hot Blooded Man" by Pamela Britton: A sexy firefighter is
responsible for lighting more fires than putting them out! "Reno's Chance" by Lora
Leigh: Ever since she was a little girl, Raven McIntire has secretly pined and longed
for her best friend's sexy older brother, Reno, a Navy SEAL who has just returned
home from duty. What she doesn't realize is that his only true mission is to get into
her heart and get her into his bed. "Mercy Me" by Susan Donovan: A heated
encounter with an irresistibly handsome doctor.

Never Eat Alone
Bad boy, Dane MacKenzie, is coming home to Surrender, Montana. It's been ten
years since he left the woman he loved behind to make a name for himself, and
now he's bound and determined to claim her once and for all. Charlotte Munroe
has no desire to welcome home the Prodigal Son with a fatted calf. The bitterness
of Dane's betrayal runs deep, and she has no plans of letting him back into her life.
Especially since she's trying to protect the son Dane isn't aware exists from
heartbreak, since she's sure he's only going to walk out of their lives again.
*Includes a happily-ever-after bonus story* Dane MacKenzie has made mistakes,
but despite them all, he's reconnected with the woman he's always loved and the
son he never knew he had. A carefully planned seduction, an old legend, and a
family that never gives up on each other will give Dane his second chance at love.

The Secret of Our Success
In this sizzing collection from some of romance's hottest authors, you'll read four
sexy short stories about women who discover that real men do it better In Lora
Leigh's FOR MAGGIE'S SAKE, Maggie Chavez from Leigh's sexy Navy SEALs series
is in protective custody with a member of her former lover's SEALs team. Joe, her
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ex-lover, thinks Maggie is hiding information from him about a powerful drug lord
and the deaths of some SEALs. He intends to seduce her and get the information
before she can sell it back to the drug cartel. But when a member of the notorious
crime family captures Maggie and holds her hostage at gunpoint, Joe realizes how
wrong he is, and only he can save her life. In Susan Donovan's BED AND
BREAKFAST, a stressed-out corporate dynamo with designer boots and a bad
attitude is sent to the New Mexico mountains to "get centered" or not come back
to Los Angeles. She arrives at the rustic Windwalker Lodge north of Santa Fe, only
to find the place in the middle of a renovation and the hunky owner in a pair of
lounge pants with no shirt and no idea she was coming. She plans to leave on the
first available shuttle the next morning, but one of the area's notorious rains
washes out the bridge, and she's stuck. Though resistant at first, she eventually
lets the beautiful setting and the extraordinary man give her a new perspective on
life, love, and especially sex. In Lori Wilde's SIREN'S CALL, Annie Grave is back in
her hometown, St. Augustine, looking after her grandfather's dive shop as he lies
bedridden with a broken hip. Though she is a Harvard MBA with a high-powered
finance job in Manhattan and a boyfriend on the brink of proposing marriage, she's
never forgotten her first love, sun-bronzed dive instructor Duncan Stewart--or the
day years earlier when she lost her virginity to him and he told her it was just a
fling. But what she doesn't know is that Duncan has regretted that decision every
day since. Afraid of not being able to hold onto a smart, sexy, beautiful woman like
Annie, he pushed her away and ran away from St. Augustine. But now she's back,
and so is he, and he's cooked up a plan to win her back. After all, what girl could
resist the lure of buried treasure, and a hot, handsome Scotsman to guide her on
the hunt? In Carrie Alexander's HIS BODY ELECTRIC, an aloof stranger arrives at
Karen Jaffe's farmhouse seeking shelter at the height of a violent lightning storm.
Strange events follow--the power goes out, every clock stops, sparks fly from the
visitor's fingertips. Alone in the dark with him, Karen uses her skills as a phone sex
operator to seduce the mystery man, uncovering the secrets and erotic pleasures
of HIS BODY ELECTRIC.

The 5 AM Club
Against the Wall
Atlanta Heat- never before released as a standalone novella! Previously published
in the anthology Rescue Me. Em Delaney has wanted bad-boy Macey March for as
long as she can remember. But as a Navy SEAL under the command of her
overprotective godfather, Macey is off-limits to Emuntil a kidnapping attempt
forces them to share tantalizingly close quarters—and a forbidden desire.

Maverick
Homicide cop Troy Bennett had a reputation with the Chicago PD for being fearless
and in control—until the night his daredevil partner is killed during a raid. From
that moment on, he swears he'll never again be responsible for the loss of a loved
one. To escape his demons, Troy transfers to the NYPD, bringing him up close and
personal with Ruby Elliott, a beautiful, street-savvy pool hustler. Reckless and
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stubbornly independent, Ruby embodies everything Troy's avoiding, but when she
walks into the pub he's at with his new coworkers and blows his carefully laid plans
to hell, Troy knows he has to have her—risks be damned. But there's a connection
between Ruby's shadowed past and a case Troy's working involving a notorious
Brooklyn felon, throwing her safety into jeopardy. Confronted with his biggest fear,
will Troy push Ruby away to keep her safe or fight to keep her in his arms where
she belongs? An exciting prequel to the new Crossing the Line series! Each book in
the Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed
out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to Take Book .5: Riskier
Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3: Boiling Point Book 4:
Raw Redemption

Male Roles, Masculinities and Violence
THE FIGHT OF HIS LIFE As the illegitimate son of Diego Fuentes, Ian Richards faces
danger at every turn. Neither his father nor his fellow Navy SEALs knows which
side he’s fighting for—or against. Which is exactly how the game must be
played…until Agent Porter enters the picture. STIRS HER DESIRE FOR LIVING Kira
Porter, undercover agent for the Department of Homeland Security, shadows Ian
on his journey. She thinks she can see the real man beneath Ian’s bad-boy
exterior…but the ever-elusive Ian keeps her guessing at every turn. Is his goal to
protect the Fuentes cartel from French terrorists? Or to do his father in for good?
The only thing Kira does know is that her attraction to Ian is a time-bomb waiting
to explode. With time running out on the Fuentes mission, she and Ian are drawn
ever close to the edge of desire—and even closer into the line of fire… “An
evocative and captivating read.”—Romance Junkies on Hidden Agendas

Warnings & Wildfires
100 Shades of HOT! #1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh has
captivated millions of readers with her sensual tales. Here together for the first
time in a convenient ebook bundle is the complete Navy SEALs series, featuring a
few good men who will stop at nothing to fight for the women they love:
Dangerous Games Hidden Agendas Killer Secrets Atlanta Heat For Maggie's Sake
Reno's Chance

Dagger's Edge
The intense psychological portrait of a hitman—the anti-Jason Bourne—as he stalks
his prey from Boston to LA. He wants you to know him, maybe even admire him,
but only for his excellence in his craft. Perhaps he was even born for it. "A natural
killer," his mentor—a middleman named Vespucci—said he was. He proved it with
his first professional hit: a Fifth Circuit Court judge in Boston, executed with a sheet
of Saran Wrap in the stairwell of her own courthouse. He's proved his merit often,
usually with a Glock semiautomatic, but he's improvised too, with his bare hands,
the heel of a shoe, knives, even a sewing machine. He is the consummate
assassin, at the top of his form, immune to the psychological strains of his chosen
profession. He is what the Russians call a Silver Bear. He calls himself Columbus.
It's the name Vespucci gave him, ten years ago, when he discovered a dark, new
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world of fences, clients, marks, jobs, jack. Not that his real name meant much to
him anyway. He never knew his father or his mother, a prostitute who became
dangerously involved back in the seventies with an earnest young congressman
named Abe Mann, then a rising star in the Democratic Party. The magnetic Abe
Mann has since become the Speaker of the House. He is currently running for the
Democratic nomination in an exhausting presidential campaign, weaving his way
across the country. Columbus is not far behind. But as he pieces together his past
and prepares the seamless assassination of his mark, the criminal underworld he
has always ruled begins unraveling violently around him.

Rescue Me
CHERRY ADAIR "Tropical Heat" When Dr. Elizabeth Goodall is kidnapped and held
captive in the African jungle, her only hope for rescue is counterterrorist operative
Sam Pelton. But to escape from a brutal warlord, they must confront a powerful
attraction that could prove more treacherous than the wilds of the jungle LORA
LEIGH "Atlanta Heat" Em Delaney has wanted bad-boy Macey March for as long as
she can remember. But as a Navy SEAL under the command of her overprotective
godfather, Macey is off-limits to Emuntil a kidnapping attempt forces them to share
tantalizingly close quarters—and a forbidden desire. CINDY GERARD "Desert Heat"
Assistant D.A. Elena Martinez never wanted to fall for police detective Seth King.
When they are teamed up on a charity hike in the Grand Canyon, however, their
chemistry sizzles under the desert sun. But a vengeful drug lord is determined not
to let them survive the canyon with their lives—and love—intact

Killer Secrets
As a bridal shop owner, Mikayla Martin helps make women's wedding dreams come
true. Her own life, however, has become a nightmare since she witnessed a
murder—and got an up-close-and-personal look at the killer. What's worse: She
knows she knows him. But the police, after doing an alibi check, don't believe her.
It's up to Mikayla to prove them wrongand do whatever it takes to solve the
murder by herself. Elite Ops agent Nikolai Steele, code name Renegade, is asked
to pay an old comrade a favor. This friend swears he's no killer—and Nik believes
him—even though he's been mistaken as one by Mikayla. So Nik goes to set her
straightbut the moment he lays eyes on the fiery and determined beauty, he
knows he's in too deep. A woman this irresistible can only mean trouble and, sure
enough, after sticking her nose in one too many places, someone wants Mikayla
dead. Now Nik must find a way to keep her safe, clear his friend's name, and find
the real killer, who remains on the loose

Dangerous Games
SAVING LIVES IS HIS MISSION. Tough-as-nails Navy SEAL Kell Kreiger is the best
there is at searching, rescuing, and taking no prisonersyet even the rush of evermore dangerous missions isn't enough to satisfy him. Haunted by a tortured past,
Kell seeks distraction in a secret world of dark intimacies. But when Emily Stanton,
the one ray of light in Kell's shadowy existence, is pursued by a ruthless drug lord,
the rules of the game suddenly change—and Kell will have to go deeper
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undercover than he ever imagined SAVING HER IS HIS PASSION. Emily has loved
Kell ever since her father, a prominent politician, rescued him from a brutal life on
the streets. They were kids then, too young to act on what was growing between
thembut now that Emily is ready, the handsome, headstrong SEAL has decided
he's no good for her. Ever since he rescued her from Diego Fuentes' compound,
Kell's only duty has been to keep Emily safe. But Fuentes isn't finished with
Emily—or Kell. And to protect Emily, Kell has no choice but to lay himself—body,
soul, and secrets—bareand fight against evil with all his heart.

Summer in Eclipse Bay
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma introduced The
5am Club concept over twenty years ago, based on a revolutionary morning
routine that has helped his clients maximize their productivity, activate their best
health and bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity. Now,
in this life-changing book, handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four-year
period, you will discover the early-rising habit that has helped so many accomplish
epic results while upgrading their happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness.
Through an enchanting—and often amusing—story about two struggling strangers
who meet an eccentric tycoon who becomes their secret mentor, The 5am Club will
walk you through: How great geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest
people start their mornings to produce astonishing achievements A little-known
formula you can use instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and
flooded with a fiery drive to get the most out of each day A step-by-step method to
protect the quietest hours of daybreak so you have time for exercise, self-renewal
and personal growth A neuroscience-based practice proven to help make it easy to
rise while most people are sleeping, giving you precious time for yourself to think,
express your creativity and begin the day peacefully instead of being rushed
“Insider-only” tactics to defend your gifts, talents and dreams against digital
distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune, influence and a magnificent
impact on the world Part manifesto for mastery, part playbook for genius-grade
productivity and part companion for a life lived beautifully, The 5am Club is a work
that will transform your life. Forever.

Navy SEALs Complete Series
Surveying the proposed site for a high-end golf course should have been a breeze
for spunky landscape architect Sophie Smith. But when this born-and-bred city girl
is literally swept off her feet by a sexy cowboy on horseback, she realizes country
life has some serious (and seriously steamy) possibilities. That is, until she finds
out exactly who her smoking hot wrangler really is. Tribal lawyer Jake Lodge is
desperately trying to block the development. And if that means playing hardball,
so be it. But Sophie is a distraction he didn't expect. A distraction that makes his
blood burn. Two different worlds. Two opposing sides. And when they finally give
into temptation, the consequences will shake the foundations of both of their lives
Each book in the Maverick Montana series is a standalone story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Against the Wall Book #2 Under the
Covers Book #3 Rising Assets Book #4 Over The Top
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The Cigarette Century
The Club. Located just outside Washington, D.C., only its members know where
men go if they want to indulge the desire to share their women with a selected
male partner. John "Mac" McCoy resigned his membership from The Club when he
married Keiley Hardin. Tempting and innocent, sweet and sexy, she would never
accept Mac's desire to share her with another man. However, Mac's fantasies of
sharing his wife haunt his dreams. And his passions. Unable to wait any longer to
draw his best friend Jethro Riggs into his marriage, Mac invites Jethro to their home
with the intention of drawing Keiley into the pleasures that can only be achieved
when sharing two men who love the same woman. But there's more going on in
Mac's neck of the woods than a little additional pleasure. A past case, a stalker that
likes to play games. Soon his wife becomes embroiled in something more
dangerous than they could ever have imagined, as forbidden pleasure becomes an
addiction none of them can escape.

Renegade
From agriculture to big business, from medicine to politics, The Cigarette Century
is the definitive account of how smoking came to be so deeply implicated in our
culture, science, policy, and law. No product has been so heavily promoted or has
become so deeply entrenched in American consciousness. The Cigarette Century
shows in striking detail how one ephemeral (and largely useless) product came to
play such a dominant role in so many aspects of our lives—and deaths.

For Maggie's Sake
"Leigh's pages explode with a mixture of erotic pleasures." -RT Book Reviews #1
New York Times bestselling author, Lora Leigh's sexy Navy SEALs series, the
Tempting SEALs, is red-hot, sexy romantic suspense at its best, featuring men who
will stop at nothing to proect their country and all they love no matter how dark
the danger, no matter what demons they must face. And when these men love,
their passion runs deep and hard. Navy SEAL Clint" Iceman" McIntire earned his
name by being the ultimate warrior. He's untouchable, unstoppable and he takes
no prisoners. Having crushed an infamous drug cartel in Columbia, Clint was
nothing short of an American hero. Now he's home on a much-needed leave, but
instead of some R & R, he finds himself neck-deep in the hottest kind of trouble
with his best friend's seemingly innocent little sister, Morgana Chavez, the only
woman who has the power to bring him to his kneesMorgana has been secretly
working with the DEA to uncover a thriving date-rape drug, which leads her to a
shadowy faction that is more deadly than anything her team has ever
encountered. Now, it's up to Clint to keep this beautiful, determined agent out of
harm's way, even while the explosive passion between them threatens to consume
them both. But these Dangerous Games will bring Morgana and Clint to the very
edge of high stakes danger and perilous desire.

Atlanta Heat
Aisling Grey is back-and in more trouble than ever. She thought being a courier
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would be easy. It's not. She thought being a Guardian would come naturally. It
doesn't. She thought she could get out of being a wyvern's mate. She can't. And
she never thought she'd be irresistible to men. But she is.

Forbidden: A Bound Hearts Novel
In his first book since the bestselling Fermat's Enigma, Simon Singh offers the first
sweeping history of encryption, tracing its evolution and revealing the dramatic
effects codes have had on wars, nations, and individual lives. From Mary, Queen of
Scots, trapped by her own code, to the Navajo Code Talkers who helped the Allies
win World War II, to the incredible (and incredibly simple) logisitical breakthrough
that made Internet commerce secure, The Code Book tells the story of the most
powerful intellectual weapon ever known: secrecy. Throughout the text are clear
technical and mathematical explanations, and portraits of the remarkable
personalities who wrote and broke the world's most difficult codes. Accessible,
compelling, and remarkably far-reaching, this book will forever alter your view of
history and what drives it. It will also make you wonder how private that e-mail you
just sent really is.

Heat Seeker
Journalist Eve Newman stumbles across the murder of a prominent member of her
west Texas town and finds herself the target of a shadowy killer. When the body
goes missing and the police don’t believe she saw it happen, she turns to the only
man in town she can trust; her deceased brother’s best friend. Former Marine,
Macklin Quinn, has been half in love with Eve since they were kids, but he’s always
considered her off-limits. When she turns to him for help he can’t send her away.
Within twenty-four hours it’s clear she’s in trouble and someone wants her dead.
Mac will do everything in his power to keep the feisty journalist alive and help her
bring down the killer. And if they can stay alive long enough, he’ll do whatever it
takes to convince her they’re meant to be together.

Honk If You Love Real Men
Sinful pleasure and forbidden desire rule in #1 bestselling author Lora Leigh's story
For Maggie's Sake, previously published in the anthologies Real Men Do It Better
and Taken, now exclusively in ebook format. Maggie Chavez is in protective
custody with a member of her former lover's SEAL team. Joe, her ex-lover, thinks
Maggie is hiding information from him about a powerful drug lord and the deaths of
some SEALs. He intends to seduce her and get the information before she can sell
it back to the drug cartel. But the desire crackles between them and their
attraction is undeniable. How can Joe use her and leave her, when all he wants is
to hold her close and never let go?

Studies in Revelation
Fire Me Up
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How our collective intelligence has helped us to evolve and prosper Humans are a
puzzling species. On the one hand, we struggle to survive on our own in the wild,
often failing to overcome even basic challenges, like obtaining food, building
shelters, or avoiding predators. On the other hand, human groups have produced
ingenious technologies, sophisticated languages, and complex institutions that
have permitted us to successfully expand into a vast range of diverse
environments. What has enabled us to dominate the globe, more than any other
species, while remaining virtually helpless as lone individuals? This book shows
that the secret of our success lies not in our innate intelligence, but in our
collective brains—on the ability of human groups to socially interconnect and learn
from one another over generations. Drawing insights from lost European explorers,
clever chimpanzees, mobile hunter-gatherers, neuroscientific findings, ancient
bones, and the human genome, Joseph Henrich demonstrates how our collective
brains have propelled our species' genetic evolution and shaped our biology. Our
early capacities for learning from others produced many cultural innovations, such
as fire, cooking, water containers, plant knowledge, and projectile weapons, which
in turn drove the expansion of our brains and altered our physiology, anatomy, and
psychology in crucial ways. Later on, some collective brains generated and
recombined powerful concepts, such as the lever, wheel, screw, and writing, while
also creating the institutions that continue to alter our motivations and
perceptions. Henrich shows how our genetics and biology are inextricably
interwoven with cultural evolution, and how culture-gene interactions launched our
species on an extraordinary evolutionary trajectory. Tracking clues from our
ancient past to the present, The Secret of Our Success explores how the evolution
of both our cultural and social natures produce a collective intelligence that
explains both our species' immense success and the origins of human uniqueness.

Real Men Do It Better
"#1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh has captivated millions with her
sizzling tales. Here, together for the first time, in one volume. Reno's Chance Ever
since she was a girl, Raven has longed for her friend's brother, Reno, a Navy SEAL.
What she doesn't realize is that his true mission is to get into her heart. For
Maggie's Sake Maggie is in custody with Joe's SEALs team. Joe, her ex-lover, thinks
Maggie is hiding information. He plans to seduce her to get it, but when an enemy
captures Maggie, only Joe can save her. Atlanta Heat Em has wanted Macey
forever. But as a SEAL under the command of her overprotective godfather, Macey
is off-limitsuntil a kidnapping attempt forces them to share close quarters--and a
forbidden desire. Night Hawk- First Time In Print! For three years, Travis "Black
Jack" Caine and Lillian "Night Hawk" Belle have been meeting, late at night. No
names given. But tonight is different. An enemy has returned, and Travis and
Lillian may never meet again. Are they braveenough to give in to desire and stand
together? Cooper's Fall Former ranger Ethan never expected to get an eyeful of
prim Sarah Fox from his window. But now his blood is on fire for her. Sheila's
Passion As an ex-Marine, Nick's been through some hard things. But when it comes
to Sheila, he has his biggest challenge yet. Sheila has sworn off love, but when
Nick tempts her into becoming friends with benefits, he intends to make her his
forever"--

Dane's Return
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Reno's Chance- never before released as a standalone novella! Previously
published in the anthology Honk If You Love Real Men. Ever since she was a little
girl, Raven McIntire has secretly pined and longed for her best friend's sexy older
brother, Reno, a Navy SEAL who has just returned home from duty. What she
doesn't realize is that his only true mission is to get into her heart and get her into
his bed.

Hidden Agendas
Maverick: Legend of the West is an in-depth look at the classic television series
created by Roy Huggins and starring James Garner.

The Silver Bear: A Novel (Silver Bear Thrillers)
This book is based on an expert group meeting entitled 'Male Roles and
Masculinities in the Perspective of a Culture of Peace', which was organised by
UNESCO in Oslo, Norway in 1997, the first international discussion of the
connections between men and masculinity and peace and war. The group
consisted of researchers, activists, policy makers and administrators and the aim
of the meeting was to formulate practical suggestions for change. Chapters in the
book consist of both regional case studies and social science research on the
connections of traditional masculinity and patriarchy to violence and peace
building. The Culture of Peace initiatives in this book show how violence is
ineffective, and the book contests the views in the socialisation of boy-children that
aggressiveness, violence and force are an acceptable means of expression.

The Code Book
Following the success of his recent book on Navy SEALs in Iraq, The Sheriff of
Ramadi, bestselling author and combat veteran Dick Couch now examines the
importance of battlefield ethics in effectively combating terrorists without losing
the battle for the hearts of the local population. A former SEAL who led one of the
only successful POW rescue operations in Vietnam, Couch warns that the mistakes
made in Vietnam forty years ago are being repeated in Iraq and Afghanistan, and
that the stakes are even higher now. His book takes a critical look at the battlefield
conduct of U.S. ground-combat units fighting insurgents in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Since the prize of the fight on the modern battlefield is the people, he warns every
death has a consequence. Every killing has both strategic and moral significance
for U.S. warriors. From his unique and qualified perspective, Couch examines the
sources and issues that can lead to wrong conduct on the battlefield, and explains
how it comes about and what can be done to correct it. He considers the roles of
command intent and the official rules of engagement, but his primary focus is on
ethical conduct at the squad and platoon level. Tactical ethics, according to the
author s definition, is the moral and ethical armor that should accompany every
American warrior into battle, and these standards apply to the engaged unit as
well as to the individual. A harsh critic of immoral combat tactics, Couch offers
realistic measures to correct these potentially devastating errors. He argues that
as a nation, we must do all we can to protect our soldiers humanity, for their sake,
so they can return from service with honor, and for our sake as a people and for
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our standing in the world.

Reno's Chance
Meet Captain Jordan Malone. For years he has been a silent, sexy warrior and
guardian, operating independent of government protocol or oversight, leading his
loyal team of Elite Ops agents to fight terror at all costs. A legend in the field,
Jordan's true identity has remained a mystery even to his own menuntil now.
Tehya Talamosi, codename Enigma, is a force to be reckoned with. A woman this
striking spells nothing but trouble for Jordan. Armed with killer secrets—and body
to die for—she'll bring Jordan to his knees in longing as they both take on the most
deadly mission they have ever faced. Because resisting desire this strong is
impossible Live Wire is an Elite Ops novel from Lora Leigh.

Wild Card
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lora Leigh is back—with a vengeance—in
her latest novel of passion and intrigue, Dagger's Edge, featuring the men of Brute
Force. Ivan Resnova wants nothing more than to escape his hard, brutal past.
Starting over is not so easy once you’ve been a powerful crime boss but now,
instead of being punished for his alleged crimes, Ivan fears that the one woman he
can’t forget is in danger of paying the price. Crimsyn “Syn” Delaney thought the
danger she’d faced was over, and that she could resume her life. She never
imagined it would return with a vengeance and throw her back into Ivan’s world.
But when an attempt is made on her life, she needs Ivan more than ever to keep
her safe—even if she is in danger of falling deeply and dangerously in love. . .
“Leigh’s books can scorch the ink off the page.”—RT Book Reviews

Echoes at Dawn
Grace Peterson, who is on the run from a shadowy group determined to exploit her
extraordinary ability to heal others, finds safety in the arms of Rio, a KGI member
who fights to protect her from those who want to destroy her.

Live Wire
John Vincent has always led a life of danger, and now he has every reason to want
to remain as dead as the obituary in the Australian papers had proclaimed him to
be. He’d left nothing behind in the life he had once led—except for one woman,
and one night of unforgettable passion. Now, both will return to haunt him… Bailey
Serborne is still tormented by a past she can’t change and a man she hasn’t been
able to forget. A man who was supposed to dead.. But now, a stroke of fate has
revealed that sometimes, a woman is given a second chance to heal her
heart—and exact the sweetest revenge… Heat Seeker is an Elite Ops novel from
Lora Leigh.

A Tactical Ethic
A special message from Jayne Ann Krentz Dear Reader: Summer has arrived in
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Eclipse Bay and things are definitely heating up between the Hartes and the
Madisons. It seems that the mysterious new gallery owner, Octavia Brightwell, is
thinking about having a scandalous fling with that rogue Nick Harte before she
leaves town. As far as Nick is concerned, a short-term affair sounds perfect. But it
isn’t going to be easy. One big obstacle is Mitchell Madison. For reasons of his own,
Mitchell has taken it upon himself to play guardian to Octavia. He’s made it clear
that if Nick fools around with her, there will be a price to pay. And then there’s
Nick’s young son, Carson, who has his own agenda where Octavia is concerned. He
doesn’t want his father messing up his plans. Summer in Eclipse Bay is going to be
eventful this year. Some long-buried secrets from the infamous Harte-Madison feud
are about to surface. The past and the present are on a collision course. I hope
you’ll join me to watch the fireworks. Happy reading . . . Jayne Ann Krentz

The Odyssey of Homer
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.

Tropical Kiss
A networking expert explains how to use the power of relationships for mutually
beneficial results, outlining specific strategies and principles for generosity-based
networking with colleagues, friends and associates.

Killer Secrets
A summer in Aruba, on the beach, in the sun–what else could a girl want? Summer
romance, of course! Imagine spending your entire summer vacation on the
beautiful island of Aruba. Who could ask for anything more? Well, for Morgan
Callahan, spending her entire summer in Aruba with the father, she hardly knows,
is barely anything to look forward to. In fact, she is dreading the next few months.
Nonetheless, she is in for the time of her life! From secret operatives to finding
romance. Morgan is in for some international intrigue!

Fast Food Nation
A steamy standalone romance featuring a swoon-worthy single dad and the one
woman he absolutely shouldn't fall in love with. Sullivan It's a hot summer morning
and I'm already running late. I'm no one's white knight, but when I see a girl in
trouble, I have to help. I didn't know it would be Aubrey Dorado, the girl I swore
was off-limits. Now she's under my skin and I can't get her out of my head. So, I did
the worst thing possible and hired her to work in my gym. Lusting after my new
employee breaks my number one rule. But each day she tempts me with her sweet
personality, curvy body, and clever mind. I've been burned by love before.
Romance is a risk I can't afford. But how much longer can I resist the attraction
simmering between us? Warnings and Wildfires is a standalone contemporary
romance from the author of the Lost Kings MC series. Topics: workplace romance,
student, single parent, shared custody, visitation, college student, finding yourself,
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coming of age romance, brother's best friend, forbidden, forbidden romance, alpha
hero, alpha, office romance, work place romance, sisters, fighter, gym,
underground, mma, abuse survivor, single dad, daughter, teenager, family
relationship, off-limits, brothers, small town romance, off-limits, little sister, older
brother, older brother's best friend, small town, steamy, sexy, discovering yourself,
romantic relationships, mutual respect, upstate new york, rural, domestic violence
survivor, new adult romance, college, family relationships, friends to lovers,
protective, protector, self-defense, lost kings mc, summer time, no cheating,
dominant alpha male hero, teller, murphy, wrath, lost kings mc, royal and ruthless,
griff, Remy, Molly, Fighters, Underground Fighting Ring, self defense classes, selfdefense, attacker, rescue dogs, motorcycle club, stand alone romance, sexy,
summer romance, summer reading, happily ever after, strong hero, loyalty, past
trauma, childhood abuse, survivor, friends to lovers romance, out of bounds, dog
rescue, lost kings mc series, empire new york, fictional town, autumn jones lake,
Kendall Ryan, Mister Tonight, Lauren Blakely, Love Machine, Baby Daddy, The FixUp, secret baby, accidental pregnancy, surprise baby, snarky heroine, sassy

Taken
SHAYNE’S SUPERNATURALS is a collection of novels and novellas that took
romance into unknown realms before “paranormal romance” was even a genre.
Experience breathless passion, heart-stopping thrills, and the truest magic of all,
the magic of love, with NY Times bestselling, RITA® Award winning author Maggie
Shayne This is the GOLDEN LEAF AWARD winning novel that earned Maggie
Shayne her first CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD from RT Book Reviews and
FAVORITE AUTHOR OF THE YEAR from Affaire du Coeur. When Miranda O’Shea
uncovers the perfectly preserved body of the legendary Plague of the North, it’s
the find of her career. But someone else wants it, and a break-in at the lab sends
the climate controls haywire, nearly killing her aging father. Miranda returns from
the hospital to find her specimen thawed, and as she scrambles to reset the
temperature controls, he draws an anguished breath. His first breath in more than
900 years. “Just when you think there’s nothing new under the sun, Maggie Shayne
reinvents romance!” –RT Book Reviews If you enjoy the hit TV show VIKINGS you
are going to love this book.

His Risk to Take
Resigning from The Club, a members-only facility where a man's every fantasy can
come true, when he marries innocent Keiley Hardin, John "Mac" McCoy is
tormented by his fantasies of sharing his wife with another man, fantasies that are
transformed into reality with the arrival of his best friend, Jethro Riggs, who helps
him introduce Keiley to a pleasure she never expected. Reprint.

Forbidden Pleasure
It was supposed to be simple. All Navy SEAL Nathan Malone had to do was rescue
three young girls from a Colombia drug cartel, then allow himself to be captured
just long enough to draw out a government spy. That was before his mission went
disastrously wrongand before his wife, Bella, was told that Nathan was never
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coming home. Bella's mourned her husband's death for three long years. But she
has no idea he's still alive. Forced to assume a new identity, the man Nathan was
is now dead. If he can get back to his wife, can he keep the secret of who he really
iseven as desire threatens to consume them? And as danger threatens to tear
Bella from Nathan's arms once more?
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